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THE GENIUS
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE CREATED THE FIRST IN THE WORLD PHOTO DEVOTED
TO THE 100TH ANNIVERSARY OF THE GREAT UKRAINIAN SCIENTIST
Whether is it possible to create a generic portrait of a particular person based upon thousands
of his photos taken during a hundred years he has lived? There are not many long-living
centenary persons having in their family album photographs recording each lived year. The
similar sets are available perhaps at members of monarch dynasties only.
The legendary academician Borys Paton turned out to be such unique person who still head the
Ukrainian National Academy of Sciences on the threshold of his 100th anniversary. The huge
number of black-and-white and colored photographs of the academician that have been taken
since his babyhood during his hundred of years now provided the experimenters with an unique
opportunity to ask Artificial Intelligence about its conceptualization of a generic portrait of a
scientist of the XX – XXI century.
The very idea to create a photographic art-work by means of AI belonged, of course, to the
professional photographer. The founder of The Soul of Ukraine International Foundation,
American citizen Sergey Melnikoff became the originator of the extraordinary idea.
All jobs with Artificial Intelligence have been done by Ashmanov Neural Networks.
Programmers of this company developed a special algorithm for the machine intelligence.
Photographs can be processed on any high-speed computer. But that task was much more
complicated than just common processing and even simple analyses of large amount of portrait
images. The final job was to be done by the machine in a large-size polygraphic quality and that
meant necessity to work with original high-definition images. Each thousand of digital files
exceeded 100 gigabytes of computer memory. Such job was performed for the first time
worldwide. In fact, the Soul of Ukraine Foundation and the Ashmanov Neural Networks created
a new trend in art.
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Photographs of the outstanding scientist served as a background out of which AI reconstructed
its own antipode, having created a photographic portrait of a human personifying the wisdom of
the world and the greatness of the mind of Homo Sapiens, meanwhile having mastered a very
work of cyber art that is quite mysterious for human perception.

Networked media may get free version of the photo by link:
https://soulofukraine.foundation/usa/images/paton.jpg
Print quality of the photo is available upon request.

Perhaps, indeed, the machine intelligence is able to see something more than we see? And if
we assume that the neural network is able to look beyond the material world and the dimensions
used to be known to human? The answer to this question can forever remain beyond our
knowledge...
And the landmark masterpiece created by Artificial Intelligence, will be a worthy gift to the 100th
anniversary of Borys Paton, meantime serving as the incarnation of the evolution of computer
intelligence.
The unique art-work was given the name as “The Genius”
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WHO IS BORYS PATON
Borys Paton, a legendary Ukrainian scientist, was born on November 27, 1918.
Dr. Paton is the long-term chairman of the National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine since
1962. So he is not only the oldest chairman among other chairmen of other academies, he
is also holds this rank for the longest time ever. And moreover he is the only chairman of the
Academy who is of the same age as the Academy.
He is the famous person for his works in electric welding. Borys Paton is the Head of Paton
Institute of Electric Welding.
During the World War II Paton discovered a revolutionary method of using electric welding
for the manufactory of military tanks. Thanks to him the first experience of welding in the
space was done. In the 1990s he launched developments in the field of medicine – living
tissue welding with the subsequent development and design of the associated medical
devices.
Also in the early 1970s and 1980s Paton had advised the Soviet authorities not to build the
Chernobyl Nuclear Power Plant. That's a pity that they didn't take this recommendation into
account...
First recipient of the National Order “Hero of Ukraine,” Borys Paton has over a hundred
government awards, including the insignia of the foreign states. A monument to Borys Paton
was erected in the center of Kiev during his lifetime.
Dr. Paton is the Chairman of the Board of Trustees of The Soul of Ukraine International
Foundation.

